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down zombies as they rescue Jenni's stepson, Jason, from an infected campground. They find sanctuary in a
tiny, roughly fortified Texas town. There Jenni and Katie find they are both attracted to Travis, leader of the
survivors; and the refugees must slaughter people they know, who have returned in zombie form. Fastpaced and exciting, filled with characters who grab your heart, The First Days: As the World Dies is the
beginning of a frightening trilogy.
Museum and Gallery Studies Jan 14 2021 Museum and Gallery Studies: The Basics is an accessible guide
for the student approaching Museum and Gallery Studies for the first time. Taking a global view, it covers
the key ideas, approaches and contentious issues in the field. Balancing theory and practice, the book
address important questions such as: What are museums and galleries? Who decides which kinds of objects
are worthy of collection? How are museums and galleries funded? What ethical concerns do practitioners
need to consider? How is the field of Museum and Gallery Studies developing? This user-friendly text is an
essential read for anyone wishing to work within museums and galleries, or seeking to understand
academic debates in the field.
The Shadowing Jul 28 2019 When well-to-do Hester learns of her sister Mercy's death at a
Nottinghamshire workhouse, she travels to Southwell to find out how her sister ended up at such a place.
Haunted by her sister's ghost, Hester sets out to uncover the truth, when the official story reported by the
workhouse master proves to be untrue. Mercy was pregnant - both her and the baby are said to be dead of
cholera, but the workhouse hasn't had an outbreak for years. Hester discovers a strange trend in the
workhouse of children going missing. One woman tells her about the Pale Lady, a ghostly figure that steals
babies in the night. Is this lady a myth or is something more sinister afoot at the Southwell poorhouse? As
Hester investigates, she uncovers a conspiracy, one that someone is determined to keep a secret, no matter
the cost...
The Feminist Revolution Apr 04 2020 Explores the global history and contributions of the feminist
revolution. The Feminist Revolution offers an overview of women's struggle for equal rights in the late
twentieth century. Beginning with the auspicious founding of the National Organization for Women in 1966,
at a time when women across the world were mobilizing individually and collectively in the fight to assert
their independence and establish their rights in society, the book traces a path through political campaigns,
protests, the formation of women's publishing houses and groundbreaking magazines, and other events that
shaped women's history. It examines women's determination to free themselves from definition by male
culture, wanting not only to "take back the night" but also to reclaim their bodies, their minds, and their
cultural identity. It demonstrates as well that the feminist revolution was enacted by women from all
backgrounds, of every color, and of all ages and that it took place in the home, in workplaces, and on the
streets of every major town and city. This sweeping overview of the key decades in the feminist revolution
also brings together for the first time many of these women's own unpublished stories, which together offer
tribute to the daring, humor, and creative spirit of its participants.
Blood Storm Mar 28 2022 The thrilling sequel to Blood Song. The rain wanted to be ocean; the ice in the
mountain caps wanted freedom. I never knew that water held such longing. The clouds above my head
rumbled like a growling wolf, impatient to release their burden. I held the rain there a moment longer. I
turned to Renata, heard her gasp and knew my eyes glowed blue. I spoke a single word. 'Rain.’ In the
Second Book of Lharmell, Zeraphina and Rodden must travel across the sea to find the elusive ingredients

The Happy Kitchen Oct 30 2019 What foods make us happy? Scientists are now discovering a proven link
between what we eat and how we feel ...?In this inspirational book Rachel Kelly, who has had a history of
depression, shares her personal experience of harnessing the power of food to stay calm and well. Over the
past five years she has worked with nutrition?al therapist Alice Mackintosh to build up a range of delicious
recipes, designed to boost energy, relieve low mood, comfort a troubled mind, ?support hormone? balance?
and help you sleep soundly. Simple meal planners, seasonal shopping lists and invaluable nutrition notes
that explain the science of good mood food for everyone... The Happy Kitchen contains all you need. Follow
Rachel and Alice's advice and, week by week, you too will feel stronger? and healthier and ?keep the blues
at bay.
Leopold's Leotard Aug 28 2019 Leopold loves to dance. He dances everywhere he goes. When his dance
teacher announces the year-end recital, Leopold hopes he will get to be a graceful bird. Alas, no such luck.
Miss Linda says the dancers are going to be bees. But Leopold doesn’t want to be a buzzing little bee. He
wants to be tall and elegant like an ostrich! When the big night comes around, the combination of stage
fright and an uncomfortable costume are too much for Leopold. Will he find a way to overcome his fear and
disappointment to show off his passion for dance?
Bear with Me Jan 02 2020 This Step 2 reader recounts a scene from Disney's new animated film, "Brother
Bear. With humor, drama, and amazing illustrations, this wonderful story is sure to enthrall young readers.
Keeper Of The Night Sep 21 2021 In their new Keeper roles, these extraordinary women must balance the
fate of the world with their desires... New Keeper Rhiannon Gryffald has her peacekeeping duties cut out
for her––because in Hollywood it's hard to tell the actors from the werewolves, bloodsuckers and
shape–shifters. Then Rhiannon hears about a string of murders that bear all the hallmarks of a vampire
serial killer, and she must confront her greatest challenge yet. Together with Elven detective Brodie
McKay, she heads to Laurel Canyon, the epicenter of the danger, where they uncover a plot that may
forever alter the face of human–paranormal relations....
My Beautiful Imperial Oct 11 2020
The Vagenda May 06 2020 HAVE YOU EVER... Obsessed over your body’s ‘problem areas’? Killed an hour
on the Sidebar of Shame? Wondered whether to try ‘50 Sex Tips to Please Your Man’? Felt worse after
doing any of the above? Holly and Rhiannon grew up reading glossy mags and, like most women, thought of
them as just a bit of fun. But over time they started to feel uneasy – not just about magazines, but about
music videos, page 3, and women being labelled frigid, princesses or tramps. So, following the amazing
success of their Vagenda blog, they wrote this book. Welcome to your indispensable guide to the madness
of women’s media.
The First Days (As the World Dies, Book One) Nov 23 2021 Rhiannon Frater's As the World Dies trilogy
is an internet sensation. The first two books, The First Days and Fighting to Survive, have won the Dead
Letter Award for Best Novel from Mail Order Zombie. The First Days was named one of the Best Zombie
Books of the Decade by the Harrisburg Book Examiner. AmericanHorrorBlog calls Rhiannon Frater "a
writer to watch." The morning that the world ends, Katie is getting ready for court and housewife Jenni is
taking care of her family. Less than two hours later, they are fleeing for their lives from a zombie horde.
Thrown together by circumstance, Jenni and Katie become a powerful zombie-killing partnership, mowing
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that will help them to win the coming battle against the Lharmellin – but shadows from Rodden’s dark past
may come back to haunt him. And while she learns to harness her new abilities, Zeraphina still fights the
hunger that makes her crave the north – not to mention avoiding her mother, who wants to see her
wayward daughter married to a prince at all costs.
Finding Rhiannon Feb 24 2022 When you live your life for Brotherhood, the betrayal of your flesh and
blood brother is even more devastating. While the fate of the Lilith's Army princesses relies on that of a
traitor, emotions are triggered, and secrets kept locked away spill free, adding fuel to an already raging
fire. No one is safe with enemies hiding in every dark corner, waiting to pounce. Who will survive the chaos
as everything comes to a head? Leaving a trail of broken hearts, blood, and carnage its wake.
The Right Swipe Jul 08 2020 Dating is normal these days. To find your counterpart on Social Networking
sites, or to fall in love on dating apps is nothing wrong. Expressing emotions and love, 50+ Co-authors
come forward describing love and Dating. Compiled by Ishani Agarwal, they together describe the emotion
'Love'.
Mirth & Mayhem Mission Pack 1 Mar 04 2020 The galaxy isn't ready for Mort and Chuck. A traveling
con man poses as a vintage comedian, touring the galaxy with his wife and kids in tow. When he picks up a
hitchhiking wizard desperate to flee Earth, they become a hilarious mixed family. Crime, comedy, and
magical mayhem are in store. Mission 1: Know When to Run A prominent wizard makes a deadly mistake
and runs out his welcome on Earth. A shady comedian with a family and his own starship decides that a
wizard hitchhiker is a risk worth taking. Despite bounty hunters, crime syndicates, and magical law
enforcement on their trail, he just may be right. Mission 2: Low Flyer Sometimes lying low means flying
low. Chuck and Mort head to a dusty colony in border space, hoping to let their pursuers lose their trail.
But old debts and the hijinks of Chuck's son Brad make sure this is anything but rest and relaxation.
Mission 3: The Good Die Young Chuck books a gig on a missionary ship operating outside ARGO space.
Surely they have to be beyond the reach of the Convocation here, right? As it turns out, wizards aren't the
only threat in the galaxy, and beyond ARGO's smothering law and order, pirates operate with impunity.
...and missionary ships are unarmed. Mission 4: Lyin' Guys The missionary ship incident caught the
attention of the Convocation all the way back on Earth. Now, suspecting they have Mort cornered, a handpicked team of wizard-killers is sent to collect his skull. Brute force won't save them. There's nowhere to
run. There's only one way out: lying like their lives depend on it. Bonus Short Story: Unfamiliar Customs
Chuck Ramsey has never been able to say no to easy money. What could be easier than transporting a
family of ratatoret to their new home? Black Ocean: Mirth & Mayhem follows a mismatched duo of itinerant
comedian and outlaw wizard as they roam the galaxy trying to eke out a living and stay ahead of the
consequences of their actions. Black Ocean: Mirth & Mayhem looks back at an earlier era in the Black
Ocean universe, and returning readers will get to see how some of their favorite characters came to be.
Fans of morally gray heroes and slick talking conmen will love this series. Grab your copy before someone
else does.

young children on enteral or parenteral nutrition, and for their caregivers and teachers.
Ottilie Colter and the Withering World Feb 01 2020 SLEEPER COMES FOR NONE Ottilie and her friends
are members of the Narroway Hunt, a secret organisation that trains children to kill bloodthirsty monsters
called dredretches. Now, the huntsmen are under attack – by something far worse than dredretches. A
witch is cursing them one by one, making them unwilling participants in a vengeful scheme. But what,
exactly, is she planning – and will Ottilie have to join her to find out? The thrilling conclusion to a muchloved trilogy about friendship, changing loyalties and never, ever giving up.
Hidden Wishes Omnibus: Books 1-3. Jun 06 2020 One faithful day Henry Tsien finds a briefcase and a
ring within it. Within hours, his world has changed as a helpful jinn introduces him to a hidden world. What
can an old-school gamer given magic do in a world filled with age-old, hidden, supernatural creatures? The
Hidden Wishes series is an urban fantasy take on the GameLit genre. It is much lighter in terms of
'statistics' and its game system. This is the full trilogy of the series. Books include: - A Gamer’s Wish - A
Squire’s Wish - A Jinn’s Wish Enjoy the entire Hidden Wishes series in just one book!
The Enemy May 18 2021 The first unputdownable adventure story in this phenomenal series, from the
author of the bestselling Young Bond series and award-winning comedy writer and performer (The Fast
Show, Down the Line), Charlie Higson. They'll chase you. They'll rip you open. They'll feed on you . . . When
the sickness came, every parent, policeman, politician - every adult - fell ill. The lucky ones died. The others
are crazed, confused and hungry. Only children under fourteen remain, and they're fighting to survive. Now
there are rumours of a safe place to hide. And so a gang of children begin their quest across London, where
all through the city - down alleyways, in deserted houses, underground - the grown-ups lie in wait. But can
they make it there - alive?
The Science of Nutrition Aug 09 2020 Is a vegan diet healthier? Should I try going low-carb? Is it always
a bad idea to skip a meal? Are superfoods all they're cracked up to be? Is fat still bad for you? Can I eat to
improve my chances of conceiving? Recognising that there is no one-size-fits-all when it comes to nutrition,
this ground-breaking book has the answers to all your food-related questions, covering every conceivable
topic - from gut bacteria to weight management, to heart health and immune support, to vegan diets and
intermittent fasting, and everything in between. With an accessible Q&A approach and informative
graphics, this nutrition ebook will debunk popular food myths and diets, redefine nutrition in the modern
world, and enable you to make informed decisions that are best suited to you, about what, when, and how
to eat. The ebook's easily digestible, evidence-based advice will equip you with the knowledge and
confidence to assess the often misleading claims of diet gurus and develop an approach to nutrition that
works best for you.
Red Hearts and Roses? Jun 30 2022 Who was Saint Valentine, the saint who gave his name to the festival of
lovers in Wales? Where do red hearts and roses fit in? Or do they? This volume addresses these questions,
but focuses more specifically on the previously unpublished Welsh poetry written over the centuries on the
feast day of Saint Valentine in mid-February, the one saint’s day in the Christian calendar of saints that
does not depend on the Church for a celebration of the feast day – far from resembling anything else on
offer in any other part of Britain, these Welsh songs are lyrical, expressive, and often in cynghanedd (the
concept of sound-arrangement within a line). This volume analyses the first extant Welsh Saint Valentine’s
Day poems, and advances a new understanding of societal propriety in settings where citizens paid great
attention to tradition. In so doing, it offers new insights into the tradition of observing Saint Valentine’s Day
in Wales and, indeed, argues that although it is the fifth-century Dwynwen who is today considered to be
the patron saint of Welsh lovers, Saint Valentine also handed out aid and sympathy to lovers in Wales over
many centuries. To read Rhiannon Ifans article on her volume, visit Parallel.Cymru website
https://parallel.cymru/rhiannon-ifans-red-hearts-and-roses/
Alterverse Mar 16 2021 "In a world without hope, in a land of darkness and despair, where chaos has
replaced order, one boy leads a ragtag band of rebels against omnipotent forces." The forces of Chaos have
defeated those of Order and recreated reality. The result is a dystopian multiverse ruled by the Dark Gods
and policed by vampires who serve as their high priests. Into this Alterverse comes a heavensent African,
gender-switching, interdimensional traveler who now finds himself permanently stuck in female form and
tasked with the unenviable job of restoring reality. He/She must locate 17-year-old Alaric, son of the

Lord Of The Dark Dec 01 2019 Come To Me Gideon, the greatest among the archangels of the Arcan
gods, fell from grace eons ago when he lusted after a mortal woman, knowing well that it was wrong--and
that he would live forever with his sin. In his flight from Paradise to the Dark Isle, the vengeful gods
exacted an unusual punishment: the slightest touch upon his wings, even from the wind that carries him
aloft, arouses him. When a beautiful maiden, survivor of a shipwreck, comes to his lonely kingdom, it is all
he can do to restrain himself--Rhiannon, a vision of sensual perfection, awakens true passion in his soul.
Enfolding her in his huge, silver-white wings is the only way he can protect her. Heedless of the risk,
Gideon is compelled to make her fully his--and the lovers succumb to an erotic enchantment like no other. .
. "A wonderfully sensual fantasy. One of the sexiest books I've ever read!" --Kristi Ahlers, The Best Reviews,
on Lord Of The Deep WARNING! THIS IS A REALLY HOT BOOK (Sexually Explicit)
There's More Than One Way to Eat! Feb 12 2021 There are many different ways to eat! Some children eat
with their mouth, some have a feeding tube in their nose or in their belly, and some kids get special food
intravenously! This colorful and educational book shows children eating in every possible way. Perfect for
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imprisoned witch Samantha Twitch and the banished demon Lucifer, and help him form a rebellion. But in
this altered reality familiar faces are not who they may seem and some who had died now still live. Pandora
and Cody's teenaged children Quinn and Ursula join Alaric's nascent resistance alongside the demon
Asmodeus, Grand Duke of Hell Eligos, Nitrate (an emotive from the Dreamscape), Kita the kitsune, and a
Kunoichi (Japanese female assassin) against overwhelming odds, as they seek not merely to change the
world but the entire multiverse, and overthrow the gods themselves.
Forest Fae, Books 1-3 Dec 13 2020 Some people are clumsy. Gwen Cooper makes things explode. Fear
and anger make the secret magic deep in eighteen-year-old Gwen’s blood spill out. She hates that
uncontrollable levitation and fires are the least of her worries. But when Gwen's best friend Ellie is
kidnapped by the fae, magic might be the only thing that can save her. Now Gwen must track Ellie through
wild fae forests to the queen's castle, while learning to wield magic she inherited from the mother that
abandoned her. For if Gwen can't harness her powers, Ellie will die in the Otherworld. Read all three Forest
Fae books here!
Long May She Reign Jul 20 2021 The Girl of Fire and Thorns meets The Queen of the Tearling in this
thrilling fantasy standalone about one girl’s unexpected rise to power. Freya was never meant to be queen.
Twenty-third in line to the throne, she never dreamed of a life in the palace, and would much rather
research in her laboratory than participate in the intrigues of the court. However, when an extravagant
banquet turns deadly and the king and those closest to him are poisoned, Freya suddenly finds herself on
the throne. She may have escaped the massacre, but she is far from safe. The nobles don’t respect her, her
councillors want to control her, and with the mystery of who killed the king still unsolved, she knows that a
single mistake could cost her the kingdom—and her life. Freya is determined to survive, and that means
uncovering the murderers herself. Until then, she can’t trust anyone. Not her advisers. Not the king’s
dashing and enigmatic illegitimate son. Not even her own father, who always wanted the best for her but
also wanted more power for himself. As Freya’s enemies close in and her loyalties are tested, she must
decide if she is ready to rule and, if so, how far she is willing to go to keep the crown.
Fierce Mates: Rock Creek Clan, Books 1 - 3 Sep 29 2019 Love a lion. Grab a grizzly. Tame a tiger. The
shifters of the Rock Creek Clan will find no shortage of suspense, danger, and romance in these three
books. Watch Matt, a lying mountain lion shifter, learn how to love Erena, a skittish fox shifter. Soon after
that, grizzly shifter Bryce will have to battle for his fated mate, Margot. Tiger shifter Parker has been trying
to deny the draw of sexy wolf shifter Kayla, but he’ll have to get over his reservations quickly if he doesn’t
want to lose her. If you love steamy shifter romance that brims with suspense, humor, and feels, one-click
this collection today! additional keywords: shapeshifters, werewolves, fox, mountain lion, cougar, grizzly,
bear, wolf, tiger, Idaho, forest, espionage, Peru, South America, witches, spells
The Quickening Jan 26 2022 'If you like gothic mystery, buckle up! This atmospheric read has it all'
Woman magazine 'An historical novel dripping with menace' Shari Lapena, author of The End of Her
*********** England, 1925. Louisa Drew lost her husband in the First World War and her six-year-old twin
sons in the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918. Newly re-married and seven months pregnant, Louisa is asked by
her employer to travel to Clewer Hall in Sussex where she is to photograph the contents of the house for
auction. She learns Clewer Hall was host to an infamous séance in 1896, and that the lady of the house has
asked those who gathered back then to come together once more to recreate the evening. When a
mysterious child appears on the grounds, Louisa finds herself compelled to investigate and becomes
embroiled in the strange happenings of the house. Gradually, she unravels the long-held secrets of the
inhabitants and what really happened thirty years before... and discovers her own fate is entwined with that
of Clewer Hall's. For fans of The Silent Companions, The Little Stranger and The Familiars, an exquisitely
crafted and compelling mystery that invites the reader in to the crumbling Clewer Hall to help unlock its
secrets. ********** 'Utterly brilliant... full of secrets and deliciously creepy' Lisa Hall, author of The Perfect
Couple 'A spooky treat, which had me turning the pages faster and faster' Cass Green, author of In a
Cottage in a Wood
Silver Nov 04 2022 Urban fantasy takes a walk on the wild side in Silver, the remarkable debut novel from
Rhiannon Held. Andrew Dare is a werewolf. He's the enforcer for the Roanoke pack, and responsible for
capturing or killing any Were intruders in Roanoke's territory. But the lone Were he's tracking doesn't
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smell or act like anyone he's ever encountered. And when he catches her, it doesn't get any better. She's
beautiful, she's crazy, and someone has tortured her by injecting silver into her veins. She says her name is
Silver, and that she's lost her wild self and can't shift any more. The packs in North America have a liveand-let-live attitude, and try not to overlap with each other. But Silver represents a terrible threat to every
Were on the continent. Andrew and Silver will join forces to track down this menace while discovering their
own power and their passion for each other. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Sword of Rhiannon Apr 16 2021 Archaeologist-turned-looter Matthew Carse is flung back in Mars'
history by the sword of a fallen god, where he allies with the Sea Kings and their psychic allies against the
tyrannical people of the Serpent.
Sew Perfect Pets Jun 26 2019 18 fresh and functional animal-themed designs to sew for your family and
home Want to show your love for your furry friends in your sewing projects, but feel you need to sew more
practical pieces for your home? Look no further than this latest book by designer Helen Rhiannon! In Sew
Practical Pets, 18 whimsical and imaginative animal-themed projects have been designed to not only add
character and colour to your house, but serve also as functional items that'll last for years to come. From
useful items such an owl doorstop, a dachshund draft excluder and sheep hot-water bottle cover through to
a elephant tea cozy, fox cushion and dog oven mitt, there is a cute and handy little creature for every room.
For kids (and the child within us), Helen has also included toys and animal-shaped backpacks, so the little
ones can have some of the pawprint fun too! Key techniques and basic materials are detailed at the
beginning of the book, and all of the projects include easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions. Templates for
all the animals are provided on a fold-out sheet at the back of the book. For sewers of all abilities, bring a
touch of playfulness and practicality to your home today with these fresh faux animals that you'll soon love
as much as the real guys!
Taken May 30 2022 NOW A TOP 25 AMAZON BESTSELLER RhiannonThings change. Sometimes not for
the better. Xavier is no longer the maid's son. Or my best friend. Now he's wealthy and powerful--the dark
don, in charge of one of the largest corporations in the world. I never expected the boy who always saved
me to be the man who kidnaps me. XavierSome things never change. Rhiannon is still as fiery and beautiful
as the day I walked away. Now I'm back, ready to seek vengeance against the one man who wronged me.
My rival. Her father. If her father wants war, he'll get a war. Kidnapping his daughter is the key to my
ultimate revenge.
The Witches in Love Collection Part 1 & 2 8 Fantasy Fiction Romance Short Stories. Oct 23 2021 The
Witches in Love Collection Part 1 & 2 8 Fantasy Fiction Romance Short Stories. Please note that each of
these short stories can all be bought as a standalone single story, as well as in parts 1 and 2. Total word
count 44,829. A Witch’s Touch Ethan is left on his sick bed with fatal battle wounds. Now all he awaits is
for death to claim him. Instead, he is visited by a mystery woman who comes to his room each night to care
for and nurse him back to good health. To Woo a Witch Once in close proximity, Connor tells Kaelyn the
surprising truth—that he has seen her in his dreams that started over five years ago, and he is now
determined to get to know her better! The Witch’s Torment Victor is overjoyed when a hooded woman uses
her magical ability to save him from his elder brother, who is moments away from beheading him as
punishment for following their father’s dying wish and claiming leadership of their land. The Witch’s Music
Rebecca is outraged when the outlaw Nathan catches, robs and kidnaps her. She has little regard or
respect for a man who seems to have such a poor moral code. But has Rebecca judged Nathan too quickly?
The Lonely Witch Joy is having a terrible day, carrying her very sick brother Lance in her arms, when she
first meets Noah. She is desperate to see her brother well again and has been told that Noah will be able to
help her. Desperate, not knowing what else to do, she puts her trust into the mystery stranger’s hands. The
Look of a Witch Jess is taken by surprise when she discovers that she is being watched and followed. She is
all the more stunned when she finds out that the identity of her watcher is a man named Gideon who has
magnificent green eyes that resembles her own eye colouring! A Witch’s Inner Magic Lara’s village is on
the verge of being seized by a new order of witches who expect all other witches to join with them in their
battle against humankind – and they will not take no for an answer! The Witch’s Fight Lord Daniel Clifford,
a powerful witch, is woken up in the middle of the night by his maid Rhiannon, who comes to warn him
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about a group of witches called the new order who are on their way to imprison him.
Fighting to Survive (As the World Dies, Book Two) Sep 09 2020 Picking up where The First Days ends,
Fighting to Survive features the further zombie-killing, civilization-saving adventures of a pair of sexy, kick
butt heroines and the men who love them. A hundred or so survivors of the zombie plague have found
tenuous safety in the walled off center of a small Texas town. Now the hard work of survival begins—finding
enough food; creating safe, weather-resistant shelter; establishing laws; and fighting off both the undead
who want to eat them and the living bandits who want to rob and kill them. Fighting to Survive won the
Dead Letter Award for Best Novel from Mail Order Zombie. The first book in the As the World Dies trilogy,
The First Days also won the Dead Letter Award and was named one of the Best Zombie Books of the
Decade by the Harrisburg Book Examiner. Tor Books began bringing this series to a wider audience with
the Spring 2011 publication of The First Days. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Hound and Key Oct 03 2022 Key has lived her entire life in captivity, forced to use her magic to kill the
enemies of Ariadne, an ageless woman with powerful magic of her own. Key knows she and Ariadne are
both members of the Hand of the Gods, five souls reborn through the ages, but Key remembers none of her
past lives. She chafes against Ariadne's control, and longs to escape to lead a life of her own. Eric has
worked for Ariadne for years in ignorance of her secrets, but now coincidences and bad luck are piling up.
When he talks his way into the compound that houses Key and the other members of the Hand, he learns
the truth about Ariadne's magic--and the murders she's committed with it. Together, Eric and Key escape
and set out to find Lantern, the one member of the Hand Ariadne has never managed to capture--and who
may know how to stop her for good.
The Right Swipe Dec 25 2021 'A fun, hilarious and touching modern romance' Jasmine Guillory, New York
Times bestselling author of The Proposal 'We absolutely adored this book!' Christina Lauren, New York
Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners It's a perfect match . . . but will it last? Rhiannon Hunter
may have revolutionised romance in the digital world, but in real life she only swipes right on her career and the occasional hookup. The cynical dating app creator controls her love life with a few key rules: - Nude
pics are by invitation only - If someone stands you up, block them - Protect your heart Only there aren't any
rules to govern her attraction to her newest match, former sports star Samson Lima. The sexy and
seemingly sweet hunk woos her one magical night... and then disappears. Rhi thought she'd buried her hurt
over Samson ghosting her, until he suddenly surfaces months later, still big, still beautiful - and in league
with a business rival. He says he won't fumble their second chance, but she's wary. A temporary physical
partnership is one thing, but a merger of hearts? Surely that's too high a risk... More rave reviews for The
Right Swipe! 'I absolutely loved it: Strong, successful, unapologetically ambitious alpha woman. Huge,
muscly, softy, emotionally intelligent guy. Crackling connection. Cackle-worthy dialogue . . . I HIGHLY
recommend' Sally Thorne, New York Times bestselling author of The Hating Game 'The Right Swipe is
everything you want in a Summer read: fun, clever, and so, so sexy' Popsugar 'Rai crafts some of the best
romance writing of the year' Entertainment Weekly 'Alisha Rai delivers compelling emotion, fascinating
characters and edgy romance in a razor-sharp, thoroughly modern voice that readers will adore. I sure did!'
Jayne Ann Krentz, New York Times bestselling author 'I loved this book so much' ***** Reader review 'Have
a glass of wine and enjoy, you won't regret it!' ***** Reader review 'Great romcom!' ***** Reader review 'I
ADORE ALISHA RAI' ***** Reader review
Blood Song Aug 01 2022 A princess with a craving for blood. A stranger who knows her secret. A land
where nothing is as it seems. When her sister becomes betrothed to a prince in a northern nation,
Zeraphina's only consolations are that her loyal animal companions are by her side - and that her burning
hunger to travel north is finally being sated. Already her black hair and pale eyes mark her out as different,
but now Zeraphina must be even more careful to keep her secret safe. Craving blood is not considered
normal behaviour for anyone, let alone a princess. So when the king's advisor, Rodden, seems to know more
about her condition than she does, Zeraphina is determined to find out more. Zeraphina must be willing to
sacrifice everything if she's to uncover the truth - but what if the truth is beyond her worst nightmares?
Divine by Blood Jun 18 2021 Eighteen-year-old Morrigan has always felt different, like she didn’t belong in
small-town Oklahoma where she grew up. But on an outing with her friends to the deep, gem-filled
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Alabaster caves, Morrigan discovers that she’s much more than just different, she’s magical. When she
learns the dark truth about her ancestry from her grandparents, a devastating accident transports griefstricken Morrigan to Partholon and into the keep of the Sidetha, where she is regarded as the Light
Bringer, the Goddess Adsagsona’s Chosen One. Luckily for her, many strangely familiar priestesses and
otherworldly beings are there to offer her guidance in her new world, including a brazen, handsome
centaur High Shaman named Kegan. As she tries to make sense of the powers swirling inside her—and
confront her growing feelings for Kegan—she must fight against the lurking darkness that threatens to
permeate her very soul.
The First Days (As the World Dies, Book One) Aug 21 2021 Rhiannon Frater's As the World Dies trilogy
is an internet sensation. The first two books, The First Days and Fighting to Survive, have won the Dead
Letter Award for Best Novel from Mail Order Zombie. The First Days was named one of the Best Zombie
Books of the Decade by the Harrisburg Book Examiner. AmericanHorrorBlog calls Rhiannon Frater "a
writer to watch." The morning that the world ends, Katie is getting ready for court and housewife Jenni is
taking care of her family. Less than two hours later, they are fleeing for their lives from a zombie horde.
Thrown together by circumstance, Jenni and Katie become a powerful zombie-killing partnership, mowing
down zombies as they rescue Jenni's stepson, Jason, from an infected campground. They find sanctuary in a
tiny, roughly fortified Texas town. There Jenni and Katie find they are both attracted to Travis, leader of the
survivors; and the refugees must slaughter people they know, who have returned in zombie form. Fastpaced and exciting, filled with characters who grab your heart, The First Days: As the World Dies is the
beginning of a frightening trilogy. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Bad Blood Apr 28 2022 A family divided by hate . . . A house with a sinister past . . . A game started and
left unfinished . . . Roley, Catriona, Katherine and John have unlocked the door of abandoned house. They
have discovered the secret room, read the mildewed books and freed the eyeless dolls from a locked box.
But they have no idea what they have awakened . . .
Idyllian Nov 11 2020 Nanite and implant internal technology began in the Pax Romana planetary empire's
army, but it hasn't stayed there. Across four novellas and more than a century, two natives of the
conquered planet Idyll must each contend with technological abilities thrust upon them without their
consent. Genevieve, living in a time of war on her planet, was infected with nanites from a dying supersoldier-nanites that remade her in the image of those super-soldiers. Sienna, caught between the now-aging
empire and even more violent rebels, was captured and used in a prisoner exchange in the place of a dead
Pax Romana spy-leaving her with that spy's implant in her head, leaking memories.Can Genevieve and
Sienna remain themselves with internal technology taking over their minds? And what can they do when
the abilities granted by that hated technology are the only thing that can save the ones they love most?
Song of Princes Sep 02 2022 The TROJAN WAR SONG OF PRINCES, Book One of the Homeric Chronicles
Sing Muse. Sing of the shining citadel of Troy rising from the hot sands of Asia. Sing of the Greek palaces
ascending from their rocky hilltops. Sing of one woman's dream heralding the madness of men and the
murder of innocents. From bull dancing rings and wild meadows, the Forgotten Prince must choose
between love and a golden crown. From seclusion and safety, the Golden Warrior must choose between his
honor and his life. From behind the Great Wall, the Golden Prince must choose between his family and his
city. And from a rugged realm on the far side of Greece, the Warrior King must choose between his son's
life and certain exile. Here shepherds and princes, warriors and kings, and seers and lovers seek to
conquer their passions, outwit destiny or surrender to it. PARIS, the FORGOTTEN PRINCE. ACHILLES, the
GOLDEN WARRIOR. HEKTOR, the GOLDEN PRINCE. ODYSSEUS, the WARRIOR KING. Where did their
legends begin before their lives converged at Troy in one of the most famous battles of all time? The
HOMERIC CHRONICLES tell the stories of Paris, Achilles, Hektor, and Odysseus in one chronological tale,
beginning before the ILIAD and ending long after the ODYSSEY. Blending both history and myth, the
Homeric Chronicles will satisfy your love of Greek mythology, while paying homage to the original
storyteller, Homer. SONGS OF PRINCES begins with the birth of Paris and Achilles, and introduces us to a
young Hektor and Odysseus. The journey of the princes begins... Fall in love with Greek mythology for the
first time or all over again. ...READ THEM ALL... #songofprinces #riseofprinces #returnofkings
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weight of him in her arms as she cradled him to sleep, or the weight of his little body as it grew to fill the
circle of her arms, making them ache with his increasing size. She would not know him at all. He would be
stolen away from her and lost forever. With each new tug on her body, she clenched her teeth and tried to
breathe as quietly as possible. In between the pains, she shifted to the opposite side to keep the mounting
pressure from making her cry out. As the moonlight shifted past the high window, the birthing process
accelerated. A piercing pain below Hecuba's pelvis forced a shrill scream into the stillness shattering the
silver calm. The warm sticky wetness washed down her thighs. Eleithyia wasted no time bringing the child
along. Why goddess? Let him stay with me a while longer, I beg you. Her plea hung unheeded in that space
between earth and sky.

#homericchronicles THE BIRTH OF PARIS The labor began with the pull of the full moon. Hecuba's eyes
opened. She recognized the familiar dull ache. The squeeze tightened down her lower back and wrapped
itself around her lower hips and belly like a merciless snake. It begins, she thought. The child whose
destiny she'd agonized over these many weeks pressed his entrance into a hostile world. She rolled onto
her side to ease the progressing pains. She knew precious little time remained before she would be forced
to call Tessa to fetch the midwife. Hecuba planned to endure as much pain as she could bear buying time
with her unwelcomed son...unwelcomed by all, except for her. She loved the child despite the prophecy.
Tears filled her eyes for the child pushing his way to the light. Hecuba wept into her pillow. His innocence
would be her life's burden. She would never know the burn of the first milk passing to her breasts as his
little mouth suckled for the first time. She would not know the smell of his baby skin. She would not feel the
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